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Elation Colour Pendant™ a Versatile Dynamic Stage or House Lighting Solution 
 
Elation Professional has launched a new luminaire in its Colour Series™ of color-changing LED 
luminaires, the Colour Pendant™, a highly versatile wash light that allows for dynamic control of stage or 
house lighting levels in an energy-efficient intelligent downlighting fixture.  
 

The Colour Pendant houses 36 long-life 3W RGBW LEDs for fully blended 
color transformations or projections of variable shades of white light. The 
RGBW LED is capable of emitting a wide palette of colors from saturates to 
more subtle pastels, making the Colour Pendant an excellent color matching 
unit. Its uniform flat-field output, 3,100 lumens of power and 41° beam 
angle make for a highly effective wash luminaire whether flooding a stage or 
studio in hues of color or functionally washing a house of worship or other 
venue in shades of white light. Full range dimming with selectable dimming 
curves, strobe and color macro effects enhance its dynamic capabilities.  

 
The Colour Pendant is convection cooled for silent operation, ideal for noise sensitive environments, and 
flicker free projection means it can be used in all types of broadcast situations including television, film 
and video. It includes removable pendant and yoke mounting brackets for flexible set up and a white 
model is available on special order.  
 
The Colour Pendant is controllable via 11 DMX channel modes (1 / 3 / 4x2 / 5x2 / 6x2 / 7 / 8 / 10 
channel) and is RDM (Remote Device Management) protocol capable. It houses an internal E-Fly 
extended range wireless DMX transceiver for easier setup with less cable mess. The fixture comes with a 
host of other standard features like 5-pin XLR connections, as well as powerCON in/out connections. A 
4-button control panel with LCD display makes for easy navigation through DMX and manual settings 
and an auto-sensing power supply covers worldwide voltages and frequencies.  
 
The Colour Pendant is compact, measuring 14.7” x 9.9” x 12.0” / 374mm x 252.5mm x 308.8mm and 
weighs only 12.0 lbs. (5.4 kg). It offers all the benefits of LED like greater reliability, less maintenance 
and increased energy efficiency (only 110W max power consumption) for a lower cost of ownership. 
 
About Elation Professional 
Elation Professional is one of the world’s leading lighting and visual solutions providers and is the global brand of Elation 
Lighting. Founded in 1992 and headquartered in Los Angeles, with European sales, distribution and support based in The 
Netherlands, Elation designs and manufactures a comprehensive range of innovative yet affordable lighting and video products 
that are distributed through a global network of dealers and distributors. Made up of a spirited team of dedicated personnel, 
Elation is setting new efficiency and performance standards in Platinum lamp and LED technology and is acknowledged for a 
comprehensive commitment to Total Support. As a company in expansion with a presence in a growing variety of market 



 
 

segments, chances are you’ve experienced Elation lighting at a concert, special event, TV, theater, late night venue, House of 
Worship, theme park, cruise ship, exhibition, architectural space or elsewhere. For more information, please visit 
www.elationlighting.com 
 
For more information, contact: 
 
Elation Professional US 
6122 S. Eastern Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90040 
USA 
Tel: (866) 245-6726 (toll free) 
Tel: (323) 582-3322 
sales@elationlighting.com 
www.elationlighting.com  
 
Elation Professional EU 
Junostraat 2. 
6468 EW Kerkrade 
The Netherlands 
Tel: +31 (0)45 546 85 66 
info@elationlighting.eu 
www.elationlighting.eu 
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